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This is trash, @AP. Utter garbage. Shame on the “journalists” who wrote this

(really? You needed 2 people to report out this garbage?) Also, you don’t even

make clear that this lady is wrong. You treat it as a legitimate position. What the

fuck is wrong with you?

She thinks the election was stolen from Donald Trump. He believes what dozens of courts and officials have found:

that Joe Biden is the rightful winner. They're trying to find common ground but wonder whether they \u2013 and the

nation \u2013 can do it. https://t.co/oM5XrAevkl

— The Associated Press (@AP) January 24, 2021

Look at this. This treats both views as legitimate. Fucking garbage.

Have you learned nothing?! This is such bullshit. Why the fuck do I even bother trying to push back on bad journalism? No

one in positions of power ever listen.

I used to think that bad journalism was mostly the result of honest mistakes, but the past few years have really hammered

home for me how much it is intentional trash. Shame on @AP for that bullshit. Shame on @ABC for letting Rand Paul rant

about his election conspiracy theories.

Seriously, @AP @ClaireGalofaro @JulietLinderman? You didn’t even bother to note that this lady’s delusions are false.

Here’s the thing about when the AP fucks up: it lives on forever. Because so many news outlets around the country run AP

stories, even if they’re updated, the wrong info is still out there dozens of places. This is just so monumentally terrible.

And it’s clearly not just a couple of reporters who screwed up. Here’s AP’s deputy bureau chief sharing it. I am just

speechless with how unbelievably reckless this is. @tackettdc, how do you justify running this?
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